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QUESTION 1

After running the pattern detector in AEM, an error message appears on a component: Cross-boundary resource type
usage of internal marked path. 

How should the Architect resolve this issue? 

A. Replace the component with components that are public 

B. Adjust the policy settings on the component 

C. Remove the sling:resourceSuperType from the component 

D. Apply the latest hotfix 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/deploying/upgrading/patterndetector.html 

 

QUESTION 2

The home page of an ecommerce site displays properly on the Author instance. The same page on the Publish instance
is rendered with missing styles and fonts. It is confirmed that all necessary components, 

templates, client libraries, and user permissions have been replicated. What should the Architect do to resolve the
issue? 

A. Use dependencies property 

B. Use categories property 

C. Use allowProxy property 

D. Use embed property 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants to implement an AEM solution to serve localized content to several regional websites. Which AEM
capability should the Architect recommend? 

A. Use translation connector and translation workflows 

B. Use translation connector and i18N API 

C. Use i18N API and Multi Site Manager 

D. Use translation connector and Multi Site Manager 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A customer wants to allow logged in/authenticated users to mark pages delivered from AEM as their 

favorite. The favorites are stored and retrieved using REST API from AEM. 

The POST REST API call to store favorites always fails with a 403-forbidden error. 

Which two configurations should the Architect review? (Choose two.) 

A. Session timeout configuration 

B. CSRF token configuration 

C. Apache Sling Referrer Filter configuration 

D. Authentication handler configurations 

E. User Sync handler configuration 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://forums.adobe.com/thread/2324551 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to cache a few secured pages served from AEM. What should the Architect do? 

A. Add Cache-Control header with optimal expiration time 

B. Enable permission-sensitive caching with an Auth Handler 

C. Cache secured pages on a different dispatcher server 

D. Use CDN for caching secured pages 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.argildx.com/technology/permission-sensitive-caching-psc/ 

 

QUESTION 6

Any content and styling changes to a template must be reflected on all pages including previously created pages using
the template. 

Which solution should be used to meet this requirement? 

A. Editable templates 

B. Static templates 
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C. Style system 

D. Template policies 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/authoring/siteandpage/ templates.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has a large MSM setup with more than 30 languages and 150 websites: 

The content authors are frequently updating the master content. MSM is configured with the "Push on modify" rollout
configuration so that any changes are immediately pushed to all live copies. The customer is complaining that they
encounter performance issues on the AEM Author. 

What should the Architect do? 

A. Configure MSM to use "Standard rollout config" with the "On Modification" trigger 

B. Configure MSM to use "Push on modify (shallow)" 

C. Configure MSM to use "Standard rollout config" 

D. Remove the referencesUpdate action from the "Push on modify" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A user is part of the Employees LDAP group synchronized with AEM. The same user is added to the authors group in
AEM. The user is then removed from the Employees group on the LDAP server. 

What is the result during the next synchronization with AEM? 

A. The user is removed from both the Employees and the AEM authors groups 

B. The user is removed from the authors group but not the Employees group in AEM 

C. The user is not removed from either the Employees and the AEM authors groups 

D. The user is removed from the Employees group but not the authors group in AEM 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A client is in the discovery process for building a React native app, which is a single codebase that runs natively on iOS
and Android. The goal is to reduce development costs. The client wants to reduce content creation costs in the new
react Native app by reusing as much of the marketing content already published in their AEM instance. 
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What should the Architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Content Fragments 

B. Sling Resource Resolution 

C. Experience Fragments 

D. OSGi Bundles 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An AEM client also licenses Adobe Audience Manager and wants to provide content authors with the ability to create
targeted experiences based on Audience Manager segments. 

What should the Architect do to meet this requirement? 

A. Import Audience Manager segments via the OSGi bundle 

B. Configure the Adobe Target cloud configuration 

C. Apply the Audience Manager pixel in the AEM template header 

D. Enable the Experience Cloud ID Service 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

When doing an AEM Online Backup, what should be configured to minimize the performance impact of the instance? 

A. Use a directory for the TargetPath so that the image of the entire repository can be created. 

B. Set the TargetPath to a filename with the extension .zip to save time from additional compression. 

C. Run Datastore Garbage Collection or Revision Cleanup concurrently to reduce the backup size. 

D. Configure the Delay option to zero so that the backup can be performed at full speed to finish sooner. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/sites/administering/using/backup-andrestore.html 

 

QUESTION 12

An AEM-managed services customer wants to configure their GITHUB repository to be used with a continuous
integration (CI) tool Which solution should be used? 

A. Adobe Launch 
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B. Adobe IO 

C. Cloud Manager 

D. Package Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

An author wants to run the workflow that will train AEM to recognize custom tags on images. What must be done before
running this workflow? 

A. The name of the image must match the desired tag 

B. The image must be manually tagged with the desired tags 

C. At least 30 images must be uploaded to the DAM 

D. Enable `Enable Smart Tagging\\' on the folder properties, add images to that folder 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/administer/enhancedsmart-
tags.html 

 

QUESTION 14

How should OSGl configurations be deployed in AEM? 

A. As an XML file 

B. As text files 

C. Using the OSGl config console 

D. As a package 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer\\'s photo gallery site uses query parameters to filter photo search results. The site experiences high AEM
Publish server load when users filter photos on the site. The customer would like to identify the cause of this issue. 

What should the Architect investigate first? 

A. Dispatcher load balancing configuration 

B. Volume of assets being loaded at a time 
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C. Cache-Control Headers in dispatcher.any 

D. ignoreUrlParams configuration in dispatcher.any 

Correct Answer: A 
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